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apart Away from another or others.
Preserved because they inhabited a place apart.

aside On or to one side.
Shakespeare s use of asides and soliloquies.

astray Away from the correct path or direction.
We went astray but a man redirected us.

breeze A thing that is easy to do or accomplish.
Tantalizing cooking smells wafted on the evening breeze.

detached
Being or feeling set or kept apart from others- Sherwood Anderson.
She may be detached or even unfeeling but at least she s not hypocritically
effusive.

digressive Characterized by digression; tending to depart from the subject.
A digressive allusion to the day of the week.

excursive Tending to deviate from a course or activity; digressive.
His excursive remarks.

exhale Expel air.
She sat back and exhaled deeply.

far
A terrorist organization that seeks to overthrow the government dominated
by Tutsi and to institute Hutu control again.
Far corners of the earth.

farther
To or at a greater distance in time or space farther is used more frequently
than further in this physical sense.
They live in the farther house.

going Existing or available; to be had.
She is a big support when the going gets tough.

heave An involuntary spasm of ineffectual vomiting.
He heaved himself out of bed.
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inaccessible Not capable of being obtained.
High culture is largely inaccessible to the masses.

irrelevant Having no bearing on or connection with the subject at issue.
Irrelevant allegations.

isolated Far away from other places, buildings, or people; remote.
Isolated farms and villages.

out Directed outward or serving to direct something outward.
He walked out into the street.

out-of-town The people living in a municipality smaller than a city.

outpost A military post stationed at a distance from the main body of troops.
A few scattered outposts along the west coast.

pant Run or go in a specified direction while panting.
We ll never have time she panted.

puff
A light pastry case typically one made of puff pastry containing a sweet or
savoury filling.
He puffed on his pipe contentedly.

rambling Spreading out in different directions or distributed irregularly.
Rambling forest paths.

remote A remote control device.
A remote Welsh valley.

rove A journey, especially one with no specific destination; an act of wandering.
A new exhibit will electrify campuses on its national rove.

separated Separated at the joint.
A separated shoulder.

sidetrack
Divert (a well or borehole) to reach a productive deposit or to avoid an
obstruction.
He does not let himself get sidetracked by fads and trends.

solitary Confinement of a prisoner in isolation from other prisoners.
A solitary wasp.

stray A stray person or thing especially a domestic animal.
Stray dogs.

waft
(with reference to a scent, sound, etc.) pass or cause to pass gently through
the air.
Each breeze would waft pollen round the house.

yon At or in an indicated usually distant place yon is archaic and dialectal.
The hills yonder.

zephyr A fine cotton gingham.
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